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Plot Overview 
 
A newly bought salvage robot is brought in to take apart ships in the areas known as 
the Graveyard. Here you meet different characters each with their own reasons for 
coming to the Graveyard. To this robot however this is just another job.  
 
During this time there are multiple wars occurring in the universe and with a large 
amount war ships in the Graveyard it has become a popular location for weapons 
merchants and army personnel. One group of arms dealers in particular is after the 
plant matter that has taken over many on the ships in the Graveyard, their plan is to 
crave a way to the centre of the Graveyard to the source of the plant matter, which 
they will then weaponized in the aim to sell to the highest bidder.  
 
 

Plot Detailing 
 
 
 
Beginning - Baby Steps 
 
The story begins with the main playable character, B.E.R.T being delivered to his 
new owner. His new owner is a retired captain and an experienced salvor, he has 
spent his last amount of savings on this robot so is unwilling to place him in serious 
danger in case he loses him. 
 
B.E.R.T is first ordered to work on the safe passenger ships on the outer circle of the 
graveyard, some of the ships defensive protocols have now come into effect and 
some other salvors have also lained traps in the ships. After making his way through 
a few of the ships  B.E.R.T runs into the plant life which blocks his way, this plant life 
is common in the deeper reaches of the Graveyard but is not normally found this far 
out. All salvors ships are put into lock down to see who has caused the plant life to 
travel. Due to this the captain has lost money while the Graveyard is on lockdown, 
he plans puts B.E.R.T onto more dangerous ships than first planned to make back 
profit.  
 
 

Middle - Something Deeper 
 
Once the quarantine is lifted the captain placed B.E.R.T on more dangerous ship 
which has a more aggressive type of plant life on it. After being slightly damaged 
after coming across more aggressive plant life on the last mission Bert is brought 
into for repairs. At the repairs the captain notes that there are more soldiers than 
usual in the city.  
 
After coming of a ship, an army ship comes across the transport ship and demands 
the cargo to which the captain refuses. Turns out that the wars are getting desperate 
and the warring countries are now finding it hard to find new tech for their battles. As 



such they have been working their way through the graveyard looking for anything 
useful. A army ship crashes into an asteroid on the belt after it was taken over by the 
plant life, the ship shows signs of it being deep in the graveyard. While travelling 
through the ships it becomes apparent that the army ships have been placing more 
advanced traps in the ships to stop their enemies and scavengers from getting the 
cargo. 
 

End - Into the Unknown 
 
While restocking for a deep graveyard salvage the team runs across a soldier who 
tells them while drunk that he’s heading to the heart of the graveyard. Bert comes 
across an army ship that had recently crashed into an older ship, inside there were 
several vials of plant life. From the data on the ship it becomes apparent that the 
armies are planning to weaponize the plant life, the captain decides to stop them as 
the weaponized plant life will destroy their way of life. 
 
One ship however has already made it’s way into the graveyard before it was locked 
down, the captain decides to break the lock down and take B.E.R.T into the 
graveyard. After getting ahead of the arms dealer B.E.R.T starts breaking down the 
abandoned ships to slow down the progress of the arm dealer while collecting cargo 
while might be helpful to stop the arms dealer. The captain and B.E.R.T come across 
the Heart of the Graveyard, the planet which the plant life originates. The captain 
lures the arms dealer onto a ship which is on the planet with the plan to place a 
bomb on board with the help from B.E.R.T and take out the arms dealer.  
  



World Overview 

 
Date: 4135, Gregorian Calendar 
 
Main Location: The Graveyard 
 
Major powers; The Fifth Earth Empire, The Kalhons, Endeavor Corporations, The 
Screaming Horde of Malo and The Avtna Republic.  
 
Large areas of the universe are currently in a state of war at the moment of the 
game’s narration. The wars are currently being fought with men and money, either 
through boots on the ground or corporate buy outs.  Entire planets and starways 
(main transport ways for ships) can be repo for debt if unpaid. At this time most 
races are at a similar level of technology in terms of healthcare, ship travel and 
entertainment .   
 
The Graveyard was first discovered in 3340 when a passing ship locked on to a 
distress signal coming from a long abandoned ship, the passing ship was unable to 
reach the ship and became stuck in the Graveyard until a time which they were 
towed out. Quickly races began to call the asteroid belt that surrounds the Graveyard 
home, some searching for lost loves ones, while other attracted by the potential 
money that could be made. The entire area is rough with large gaps between the 
richest member of the asteroid belt and the poorest, gangs run the area leading to 
large scale wars between them overtime.  
 
The cities on the asteroid belt are built quickly without any reason or rhyme, there 
are no laws over planning permission or space. The area around the Graveyard is 
heavily guarded and ships are constantly screened by outside security forces with 
the aim to stop any diseases or wanted criminals from leaving the zone.  
 
  



Fractions within the Graveyard 

 

The Salvors 

The main explorers of the Graveyard the Salvors spend much of their time in the 
midfield that is the Graveyard mining the valuable resources from the abandoned 
ships. It is dangerous work and it is currently unknown how many people have lost 
their lives.  

With more advance technology ships have begun to employ robots to deal with the 
high death rate however poor salvors or those who prefer old methods still send men 
and women on board the fragile ships.  

Competition is tough between ships and it is not unheard of fight occurring or traps 
being laid to settle scores. The Salvors are normally independent however some 
have been hired out by arms dealers to retrieve items from the more dangerous 
military vessels.  

 

The Traders  

Traders are those that travel from outside the Graveyard to buy rare or valuable 
cargo and scrape from the people of the Graveyard. Driving a hard bargain the 
traders come from all over the universes to deal and trade. The Traders provide a 
much need supply of food and materials those in the Graveyard, they are also one of 
the few groups who can freely travel in and out the area.  

 

Arms Dealers 

 

As many of the ships within the Graveyard are military ships or hold cargo that can 
be used as weapons a healthy arms industry has formed on the asteroid belt. These 
dealers deal through a Salvor for parts, hire a Salvor or put together their own ship to 
gain their weapons. However many of the arm dealer owned salvage ships are 
poorly captained and normally get into fights with Salvors who believe that the 
Dealers are cutting into their profits.  

During times of large scale war the amount of arms dealers that want to try their luck 
within the Graveyard are normally reckless and end up killing themselves or getting 
lost in the Graveyard.  



 

Ruling Security 

 

As this area of the galaxy has no recognized ruling party however is too dangerous 
and valuable to be left to its own devises a committee was formed to control the 
borders of the Graveyard. Their main job is to screen the ships and cargo that comes 
in and out of the area to stop any toxic or dangerous substance from damaging the 
rest of the universe, the job is a contract which is rotated every several years from 
one empires to another. In exchange for providing security the empire receives a 
percentage of the profit and/or cargo from trader ships as well enforcing a toll to 
travellers.  

 

Asteroid Dwellers  

 

Unlike many other people who work and live within the Graveyard belt Asteroid 
Dwellers are those who have been born and bred on the Asteroid that surrounds the 
decaying space ships.  

These people live in family units raise their children on the barren rock and grown old 
there. Many have hopes to move out with the area however due to them being of no 
recognized system it is differential to received clearance to leave. 

The Dwellers run shops, repair ships and move the towns when the asteroid become 
too far out from the Graveyard. Within the Dwellers there are many clans and gangs 
which control the flow of money and valuable land, often getting into fights or blood 
feuds over minor issues.  

  



Character Biographies 

 

B.E.R.T 

 

Name: B.E.R.T 

Occupation: Salvage Robot 

Height: 6ft 5inchs 

Weight: 210lb  

Location: Salvage Ship - Luisa 

Key Features: A second model Delta customized salvage robot, long limbed with 
athletic features. This robot comes with green detailing and a retractable sword able 
to cut through 5 meters of solid steel.  

Attributes:  

● Green beams along body act as light sources. 
● Visor capable of picking up movement and heat sources  
● Retractable machete model plasma cutter along both arms.  
● Hydronic Limbs 
● Teleport patch on back for salvage removal 
● Magnetised boots for wall running 

Story: As an older model Delta robot B.E.R.T has already seen some usage out of 
previous owners (although his memory banks have been erased) thus the reduced 
price that his current owner bought him for. Nimble, strong and hardworking the 
B.E.R.T model was known as a working robot and were able bodied for any manual 
labour.  

 

  



The Captain 

 

Name: Henry Siebe 

Occupation: Salvors - Captain 

Height: 6ft 

Weight: 193lbs 

Location:  Salvage Ship – Luisa  

Key Features: A large muscular man in his late forties, with messy greying hair and 
a nearly permanent scowl. Scars pepper his frame from previous battles and injuries; 
part of his left ear is missing. He is normally seen wearing old grade armour beneath 
a tattered leather jacket that has seen better days and holding a mug coffee.  

Attributes:  

● Commander of the 10th Lunar Brigaded of the 5th Earth Empire 
● Expert Salvor and Ship pilot.  
● Coffee Drinker  
● Serial Poker player  

Story:  After leaving the fifth Earth empire army due to stress and battle injures the 
captain has found himself one of the darker areas of the galaxy. Stuck in the 
Graveyard he has worked through hundreds of ships to own his own salvage ships 
and become known as one of the best salvors in the Graveyard. With is came 
resentment however and other salvors began attacking and destroying Siebe’s 
robots and ships. Now with only one robot left he aims to survive this dangerous 
area of the galaxy. The name of his surviving ship is believed to be that of his 
younger sister, her fate is unknown.  

  



Arms Dealer 

 

Name: Kyra Bystrom 

Occupation: A highly skilled arms dealer 

Height: 5ft 11 

Weight: 145lbs 

Location: On board the Dauntless 

Key Features: Tall, slender and sharp to a point. An augmented human, Kyra has 
upgraded herself with cyber eyes and a robotic arm. Short blonde hair is carefully 
styled, bright blue eyes. Her skin is almost porcelain in colour and texture.  

Attributes: 

● Head of a major arms dealer company. 
● Augmented for speed and hand to hand combat.  
● Liking for vintage Earth wine. 

Story: With wars heating up out with the Graveyard the market for dangerous 
weapons and recourses has had a sudden rise in profits. With ten years of 
experience behind her Kyra is always looking for the next big steal and nothing 
would be bigger that a weaponised form of the plant life of the Graveyard.  

  



The Enemies 

 

Name: Galexea 

Height: Varies 

Weight: Varies 

Location: Born on the Heart of the Graveyard the plant life is now forming on ships 
in the atmosphere. 

Key Features: Galexea ranges in colour, height and abilities. They all appear similar 
in appearance however, made up of collected steams and a coral like substance. 
Some of the plant life is statornairy built up and thick while certain plants have begun 
to take on aspects of metal robots that the find in their environment.  

Attributes: 

● Strong skin and bone structure. 
● Able to develop the ability to shot. 
● Able to join their bodies with robot part, this allows for greater movement. 
● Appears to have a sort of hive mind. 
● If placed on pieces of metal long enough it will attach and begin to grow.  

Story: Not much is known of their home planet or how they got on board to the 
dilapidated ships surround the Heart of the Graveyard. This plant life is extremely 
dangerous to any metal object as once in contact the plant will begin to dissolve and 
absorb the object. As such they pose a deadly threat to the prominent space ships of 
the Universe as they are only current form of travel off planet.  

  



 

Ships Bios 

 
Current Date: 4135 

Calendar: Georgian Christian 

 
Exploration 

 
Name: Nereus 

Launched: 3802, 15th July 

Type: Schooner 

Cargo: Technology  

Starting Planet: Epsilon Eridani 

Destination: N/A 

History: One of the most modern ships created to be the head of the fifth Earth 
Empire money was not an option when it came to this ship, however in trying to get 
the ship ready before other Empires a lot of the fancy tech on board wasn’t correctly 
installed and the staff not trained. It was only a matter of time before something went 
wrong.  

Fate: The Nereus went missing between two galaxies over a hundred years ago in a 
solar storm it reappear in this area to the surprise of exploders. It is currently 
unknown how the ship resurfaced in this area.  

 
Name: Nautilus  

Launched:4120, 21st March  

Type: Schooner 

Cargo: Technology  

Starting Planet: Methuselah  

Destination: N/A 

History: Funded by a cult that believed that their god was a giant jellyfish like 
creature that travels in between galaxies, no one knows where they got the funding 
from to acquire the ship.  



Fate: An exploration ship that was searching for new types of space creatures that 
they believed were able to live in space. Communication was lost one year into the 
exploration.   

 

Name: Angel’s Gambit 

Launched:4045, 4th September  

Type:Brig 

Cargo: Technology 

Starting Planet: KOI-3284.01 

Destination: Sagittarius A 

History: Edgar Francis Campbell was the poster boy for scientific exploration 
however after gambling through his riches that he ‘acquired’  from a less evolved 
alien race and the debt collectors calling he decided for one last adventure.  

Fate: With the aim to examining black holes and their effects, was last seen moving 
towards the black hole itself.  

 
Name: China (QUARANTINED) 

Launched:3924, 5th April  

Type: Brig 

Cargo:Technology  

Starting Planet: Kepler-61b 

Destination: Mars 

History: Owned by a mining firm this ship traveled under the guise of a exploration 
ship with the aim to scout out appealing planets for the mining firm get ahead of the 
competition. 

Fate: After travelling from an uncontacted planet the crew became ill with an 
unknown disease. The ship was quarantined so the crew could be studied, the crew 
however thought (in their illness induced delirium) that they were to be kill. Taking 
control of the ship they disappeared back to the that they contracted the illness.   

 
Name: Undaunted  

Launched:2965, 1st January  

Type: Spacecraft 



Cargo: Technology and Data 

Starting Planet: Earth 

Destination: n/a 

History: One of humanities first attempts at space travel with the aim to meet other 
creatures and settle on a planet. The mission was known to be a suicide mission 
however those on board were prepared for the darkness ahead. Or at least they 
thought they were.  

Fate: The Undaunted sent video logs back to Earth as it travelled however as it 
traveled further away the time between video became longer until they stopped 
altogether. It is unknown to what occurred to the ship however it is believed from the 
video sent that the crew was starting to suffer from cabin fever. 

 

Trade 

 
Name: Canary Star 

Launched: 4023, 23rd February  

Type: Cargo Ship 

Cargo: Coconuts and crabs 

Starting Planet: Kepler-61b 

Destination: Methuselah 

History: Painted bright yellow for good luck, it is a smaller but successful craft. It was 
believed that since the matriarch of the family past that disagreement were forming 
between the siblings and a large insurance package was taken out on the ship 
before it’s final voyage.  

Fate: While sailing through the galaxy 4045, 19th February the ship became caught in 
the storm and the crew abandoned ship leaving the cargo. During the storm the back 
half of the ship hit a large Metroid over time the back of the ship has since 
disconnected and destroyed.  

 
Name: Zante 

Launched: 4101, 30th July  

Type: Brig 

Cargo: Cat food and Tobacco 



Starting Planet: Venus  

Destination: Pluto  

History: An ordinary ship, nothing much of note.  

Fate: Unknown. Crew sent out a SOS signal however due to an incoming storm the 
crew was unable to be saved. When a team was sent out to the ship it was missing, 
ten years later it reappeared. Contact was tried to be made with the ship however no 
response ever came back, the ship has never been searched.  

 
Name: Queen Marie 

Launched: 3999, 1st October  

Type: Brig 

Cargo: Silk and food bars 

Starting Planet: Kepler-186f 

Destination: N/A 

History: A group of rogues that inspired fear into the strongest of soldiers a warriors, 
known as the people of the outer planets though as heros. These band of pirates are 
to go down in history, in tales and in children’s stories.  

Fate: A pirate ship, after getting into a battle with the army of the Kalaon the ship 
was extremely damaged and was unable to get way. The Kalaon’s instead of 
boarding the ship pumped gas into the ship killing all aboard. Due to the toxic gas 
salvage teams have been unable to enter the ship. 

 
Name: The Sparrow 

Launched: 4028, 16th May  

Type: Cargo Ship 

Cargo: Alcohol, food and raw materials  

Starting Planet: Saturn  

Destination: N/A 

History: Just bought by a sheltered young man aiming to make his way through 
space and out of the grip of his overbearing family. 

Fate: Attacked by drunken pirates before it had a chance to leave port. No one 
noticed that it was missing.  

 



Name: Golden Crescent  

Launched: 4131, 10th August 

Type: Merchant  

Cargo: Raw Materials and coco 

Starting Planet: Earth  

Destination: Zafov, Rose Galaxy 

History: It stank of chocolate.  

Fate: The ship was hit by a storm on the way to its destination and was lost after the 
abandoned the vessel.  

 

Passenger  

 
Name: Mary Celeste 

Launched: 4035, 13th April 

Type: Passenger Cruise  

Cargo: 2000 Citizens 

Starting Planet: Zafov, Rose Galaxy 

Destination: Planiano, Blue Snowball Galaxy 

History: A group of people visiting one of the new shining colonies of the Blue 
Snowball Galaxy, the rich and poor alike parties and drank together despite warnings 
of old superstition.  

Fate: Found abandoned near the Blue Snowball Galaxy 4036, 5th December. 
Everything still in its place, with food still on the table, lights still on and music still 
playing. The only thing missing are the passengers, crew and all the captains 
holowork and voice recordings. 

 
Name: Lady Catherine 

Launched: 4000, 19th April 

Type: Retired tanker 

Cargo: 1,500 passengers,  Food 

Starting Planet:Epsilon Eridani  



Destination: Gliese 581 

History: Was firstly built as a tanker for transporting fuel it was bought over by a 
charity when it’s company fell into debt. 

Fate: A refuge ship that was travelling from a war torn planet to a middle planet 
before they were to be separated to new planets. On board a sickness ran through 
the passengers, the healthy passengers were taken off while the ill refugees stayed 
on board while the ship was tethered to a nearby planet  until a storm passed by. 
The ship broke away and was lost.  

 
Name: Titania  

Launched: 4013, 4th July 

Type: Ferry 

Cargo: 500 passengers, personal items  

Starting Planet: Earth  

Destination: Jupiter 

History: Named after the old fairy queen, the ship had a turbulent history with 
multiple issues concerning it’s weather system however the owners covered it up to 
keep profits up.   

Fate: A travel ship for business people and professionals to a metro planet it was hit 
by a Meteor shower, the surviving passengers were placed in life boats however the 
ship drifted off before it could be brought in by rescue crews.  

 

Name: Royal Mary  

Launched: 4045, 23rd October  

Type: Ferry 

Cargo: 750 passengers 

Starting Planet: Pluto  

Destination: Tau Ceti f 

History: A new hope, a new dream, come aboard the Royal Mary and a new life 
begins. 

Fate: A long distance transport ship for colonises who were planning to start life on a 
mostly inhabited planet. When a fire broke out on board of the ship, the half of the 
ship was burnt out by the time it was put out.  

 



Name: Silver Star 

Launched: 4004, 7th April  

Type: Cruise Ship 

Cargo: 3,000 passengers 

Starting Planet: Epsilon Eridani 

Destination: N/A 

History: The high of class and money, this ship held balls and parties to the most 
important people in the galaxy.  

Fate: A cruise ship that was sailing around its galaxy however due to a 
miscalculation the ship ran out of fuel before reaching its starting planet. The ship 
placed the passengers into life ships however due to another emergency close by 
the ship wasn’t brought in until it was lost.  

 

Army 

 
Name: Klintholm 

Launched: 4052 30th March 

Type: Freight 

Cargo: Medical Supplies 

Starting Planet: Charon 

Destination:  N/A 

History: Having seen battle for over a decade this older ship was a harden as it crew. 
There were not many things that the crew would not do but after a decade of fighting 
many wished to go back to the life that they had left behind.  

Fate: Failed mutiny. The ship was due to enter an active war zone however after an 
entire planet was blown up during a battle the crew argued with the captain to stay 
out of the conflict. After the captain denied their request the crew committed a failed 
mutiny which led to the death of most of the crew. The remaining crew unable to 
leave the ship slowly became mad.  

 
Name: The Gladiator  

Launched: 4121, 16th October 

Type: Man-of-war  



Cargo: Weapons 

Starting Planet: Salfor 10 

Destination: Kinta 

History: A proud ship that carried many men and women to their long and painful 
deaths far away from home and the people they loved.  

Fate: A ship carrying weapons and soldiers to the battlefield, a week away from the 
destination an explosion occurred on the ship destroying the hull. It was believed to 
be caused by a faulty bomb which then caused a chain reaction on the ship.    

 
Name: The Hermes 

Launched: 4114, 14th December  

Type: Clipper 

Cargo: Information and Technology  

Starting Planet: Pluto 

Destination: Fastai ELD 

History: A quick little ship that was hard to spot and even harder to hit. 

Fate: A messenger ship which was transporting valuable cargo reports of the 
enemy’s planets and ships, it was partly destroyed by an enemy missile.   

 
Name: White Widow  

Launched: 4024, 5th November 

Type: Bomb Vessel  

Cargo: Weapons 

Starting Planet: N/A 

Destination: Elephi  

History: The destroyer of planets, with high powered laser cannons and genetically 
modified diseases on board the White Widow  took over 50 billion lives during its 
lifetime. The mere presence of the ship would cause the surrender of multiple 
planets and their moons. The designer of the ship was a superstitious man and 
would place figureheads on the bow of his vessels. The figurehead is where this 
ships gets it’s name, a young woman painted pure white, her face contorted with 
grief while her hair and dress sweeps behind her and on to the ship to which she is 
attached.    



Fate: On route to attack a planet the ship was hit by an electrical bomb which 
shorted out the systems controls, the ship was then boarded and the crew 
surrendered. The ship was then set adrift as there wasn’t time to destroy or tow the 
ship to another location.  

 
Name: Sutherland  

Launched: 3934, 19th February   

Type: Gunner 

Cargo: Weapons and Food 

Starting Planet: Galini  

Destination: Hawkin 34 

History: Too many battles to count, too many hands lost to remember, with it’s better 
days behind it it was decided that the old ship should be retired. Torned apart and 
metaled down to be made anew to fight again.  

Fate: An older ship that was being towed back to a shipyard to be broken up into 
when the ship detached in a busy space line and was unable to be reached. The 
ship was hit several times before it was eyes were lost on the ship.  

 

Other  

 
Name: Doombringer 

Launched: 4099, 25th April 

Type: Modified Merchant 

Cargo: Weapons and found Cargo 

Starting Planet: Asteroid Belt 

Destination: Graveyard 

History: Owned by a drunk, flown by a drunk and crashed by a drunk. 

Fate: A salvage ship whose captain became reckless while leaving the graveyard 
and hit off a larger ship causing the small ship to break up on impact.  

 
Name: Hellhound 

Launched: 4130, 5th April  



Type: Brig 

Cargo: Weapons  

Starting Planet: Asteroid Belt 

Destination: Graveyard 

History: The arms dealer bought the ship from an asteroid dweller, the ship was 
designed for trade not salvage. But the new owner didn't know that. 

Fate: A weapon ship who believed that it would be easier for them to salvage the 
ships themselves rather than going through a middleman. The ship became wrecked 
after getting in a fight with a professional salvage ship.  

 
Name: Thunderbolt 

Launched: 4132, 6th October 

Type: Modified Brig 

Cargo: Technology  

Starting Planet: Asteroid Belt 

Destination: Inner Graveyard 

History: After losing her husband to the inner reaches of the graveyard, the captain 
driven to almost madness set course for the center. 

Fate: A ship that aimed to travel to the centre of the graveyard, it took on some of the 
plant life and the ship was taken over by the plants and was unable to move.  

 
Name: Sweet Charlotte  

Launched: 4123, 14th July  

Type: Yacht  

Cargo: 10 Passengers and luxuries  

Starting Planet: Saturn  

Destination: Earth  

History: Gaudy with too much gold detailing.  

Fate: A private yacht that was owned by a wealthy Saturn family that disappeared on 
route to Earth. A desperate SOS was sent out however by the time an emergency 
ship reached that area the ship had vanished.  

 



Name: Spartan  

Launched: 4084, 29th December  

Type: Junk 

Cargo: Unknown 

Starting Planet: Pluto  

Destination: Unknown  

History: Unknown  

Fate: A private security ship that was transporting an unknown cargo to a disclosed 
planet, it was attacked on rotate but the cargo was not taken as the attacking ship 
was too heavily damage to board the Spartan.  

  



Cutscenes 

 

The following cutscenes and scripts are a section of narration for a full length game.  

 

Cutscenes Overview 

 

1) First Meet  

The Captain has just bought a new robot for his salvage business. From here he 
gives the robot some basic instruction and  

 

2) Safely Home 

B.E.R.T gets back from his adventures on board the ship, the Captain gives him a 
readjustment to help him in the ships.  

 

3) Danger on board 

The crew begins to reach ships that have high quality defensive systems and are 
known to have traps placed on them by other salvors, the captain mentions that he is 
not well liked by other salvors. 

 

4) Life as we know it 

While on board a ship B.E.R.T comes across an alien plant life while gets in his way, 
the captain expresses concern that the plant life is this far out in the Graveyard. 

 

5) Betrayal  

The captain goes into some detail about how other salvors went out of their way to 
destroy his business.  

 

6) Weapon 



Bring back the cargo from an army ship the captain is happy that one piece of the 
cargo is a valuable weapon which he can sell for a nice profit. 

 

 

7) Payday 

After selling the cargo that B.E.R.T collected the captain is able to get repairs for his 
ship that will allow for the crew to travel deeper into the graveyard. 

 
8) Old Friends  

The captain gets a radio call from another salvor making warning him that the 
graveyard may soon be on lockdown and that he’s been seeing a large amount of 
soldiers in the area.  

 
 

9) Plants attack 

While on the ship B.E.R.T comes across a more aggressive type of plant life which 
attacks the robot and he gains some damage. 

 

10) Lockdown  
 

It comes out that plant life has been seen on ships near the asteroid colony and the 
entire graveyard is placed on lockdown. 

 

  



Cutscenes Scripts 

 

1)  First Meet 

 

1 st  August 4135. On board the salvage ship, it’s messy and a bit dirty. An old captain 
has just put together an old/new robot. Drinking his coffee he waits for it to boot up.  

B.E.R.T 

Power On. (Lights turn on)  System Calibrated. Personality Downloaded. Awaiting 
Order. 

CAPTAIN 

About time, hunk of junk should off bought a Claude but those cost an arm and a leg. 
Right then sunshine you are now a member of the (insert ship’s name) , a stinking 

pile of junk but its home. How do I do this again? Program Protocol: Delta Bravo 569 
Salvage.  

B.E.R.T 

Program Protocol: Delta Bravo 569 Salvage. Online.  

CAPTAIN 

Do you understand your Protocol? 

B.E.R.T 

My job is to salvage at your command, to collect what I find and take out any 
obstacle that appears in my path. 

CAPTAIN 

Well hopefully you’ll do better than your predecessor, idiot got himself infected. Since 
its your first go – and I can’t afford to replace you – let’s try some easy ships shall 

we. 

B.E.R.T 

Aye, aye Captain. 

CAPTAIN 

(Captain looks annoyed )  



We might need to download you a new personality. 

  

2) Safely Home 

 

1st August 4135.  B.E.R.T comes back on board the ship with his cargo haul. 

B.E.R.T 

Reporting to the bridge is the cargo satisfactory. 

CAPTAIN 

Well for your first venture not bad, might need to give realign those boots of yours 
however can’t have you flying out into space by accident can we.  

B.E.R.T 

That would be unfortunate for my wellbeing.  

CAPTAIN 

Right the next ship I want you to have a look at is the China,  most people stay away 
from it so hopefully there won’t be too many hazards for you.  

B.E.R.T  

Why do people avoid it?  

CAPTAIN 

It’s a quarantined ship, got some weird illness on it. Won’t be a problem for you tin 
man but those of us who are made from organic matter would rather not develop a 

disease that causes our eyes to explode.  

Also security would be on our case if we ended up spreading it to other ships, ain’t 
nothing worse than a lockdown. 

 

 

 

 

 



3) Danger on Board 

 

1st August 4135. The Captain is looking worried as B.E.R.T cleans of the last of the 
cleaning solution that uses to kill any illnesses he many have picked up on board the 
China.  

CAPTAIN 

Make sure that you get all of that solution off, don’t want catch anything that you 
might have picked up.  

B.E.R.T  

All disease have been neutralized Captain. Your health will not be endangered,  the 
amount of caffeine that you are consuming may have an adverse effect however.  

CAPTAIN 

Good to know.  

Right then from here on out most of the ships we’ll come across will be trapped. 
Normally by some rooky or an idiot with a death wish, they can’t be bothered to clear 

the whole ship or don’t want anyone else to get their hands on the goods so they 
trap everything they see.  

B.E.R.T 

I should proceed with caution then.  

CAPTAIN 

Aye you will, I won’t be having a half-baked salvor laughing behind my back over you 
getting yourself blow to pieces. Actually I’ll upgrade that plasma beam of yours; just 

in case you come across someone.  

 

4) Life as we know it 

 

2nd August 4135. 

B.E.R.T 

Captain I feel that should inform you that I came across some form of organic matter 
while on board. It glowed and covered the walls.  



CAPTAIN 

The coral? How the blazes did it get this far out.  

B.E.R.T  

Is this matter pose any danger to us Captain. 

CAPTAIN 

Possible, the stuff eats metal, it practically covers ships that are deeper in the 
Graveyard, if sercuity finds out it is this far out we might be in trouble. Can’t have any 

of it making its way out of this area, been known to eat its way through a ship quite 
quickly if its manned for some reason. 

Wait did the stuff move.  

B.E.R.T 

No Captain, should it? 

CAPTAIN  

No but I’ve hear stories from those who go deep into the Graveyard, say they the 
stuff is starting to attack salvors. Don’t know what to make of that, they might have 

just been staring into space a bit too long.  

But I wouldn’t want to take any chances, be careful when you’re on board make sure 
that none of the stuff gets on you.  

 

5) Betrayal 

 

3rd August 4135. 

B.E.R.T 

Captain another ship has pulled alongside. They appear to be dangerously close.  

CAPTAIN 

Ignore them, a bunch of idiots the whole lot of them. Just trying to keep me down, 
can’t stand it that I’m still about. 

B.E.R.T  

They do not like us Captain. 



CAPTAIN 

That’s one way of putting it, didn’t like the fact that I was doing so well tried to put 
me out of business. I’m still here though and I ain’t going anywhere.  

B.E.R.T 

They seem to be flying very close to a large piece of debris Captain.  

They have appeared too crashed into it. 

CAPTAIN 

Serves them right for not looking where they are going.  

 

6) Weapon 

 

5nd August 4135. 

CAPTAIN 

Now let’s see if we got anything interesting, microwave, food packages, fuel 
core….Ahh what’s this. 

B.E.R.T  

It appears to be a NF15 Falcon Gunner.  

CAPTAIN 

This baby can shoot through the hull of a ship, why the hell was it on a messager 
ship. Doesn’t matter now though, I wonder how much I we can get for this.  

B.E.R.T 

The last Falcon sold on the market went for 200,000 data packs. 

CAPTAIN 

That will be enough for us to get some deep space defensive shield and enough 
oxygen for a month. Let’s get that last ship and then we can sell this cargo.  

 

 



7) Payday 

 

6th August 4135.  

 

B.E.R.T 

You overcharged that trader. Our cargo wasn’t worth that much. 

CAPTAIN  

I would have gotten more if you had kept your mouth shut. It’s not my fault that he 
doesn’t know when he’s getting cheated. Anyway that nice piece of profit will now 

allow us to upgrade this hunk of junk.  

B.E.R.T 

With these upgrades we will be able to travel further into the Graveyard….what is it 
like. 

CAPTAIN 

It gets quieter the deeper you go, creepy almost. Some can’t take it. End up going 
mad, they think that the ships are haunted and start seeing ghosts in their own 

shadows. 

B.E.R.T 

You don’t see ghost. 

CAPTAIN 

After 20 years in the army I’ve already got enough ghosts, don’t need to go looking 
for anymore.  

Let’s leave the older ships for a while though, give you some more practice.  

 

8) Old Friends 

 

10 th  August 4135 

Incoming Transmission 



CAPTAIN 

Transmission received, what do you want McDonald. 

MCDONALD 

Well aren’t you a right old ball of sunshine. I thought I’d give you a heads up about 
the damn coral. 

CAPTAIN 

I already know Donald, we ran into it a while back. 

MCDONALD 

Really? What the aggressive ones. 

CAPTAIN 

No just the normal ones. Don’t tell me some idiot has dragged those ones out here.  

MCDONALD 

It was Andrews, the fool crashed into that old fuel tanker a few weeks back. He 
exploded on impact we think he must have had a few of them on board. 

CAPTAIN 

Does security know yet? 

MCDONALD 

Not yet but they will soon, we’re just heading back before the put us on lockdown. 
Just thought I’d give you the heads up.  

CAPTAIN 

Thanks mate, we’re going for one more ship and then we’ll head in.  

 

9) Plants attack 

 

7 th  August 4135 

CAPTAIN 

Damn. Damn. Damn. 



B.E.R.T 

We appear to have come across the species of coral that Mr McDonald mentioned 
Captain. 

CAPTAIN 

Really I didn’t notice. Looks like they done a job on your shields, I’ll need to get you 
clean down. 

B.E.R.T 

I have already washed twice since leaving the ship Captain. 

CAPTAIN 

Aye but we can’t be taking any chances. We don’t want to be stuck out here while 
the place goes not lockdown. If Andrews wasn’t already dead I’d strangle him for his 
stupidity, what was he thinking allowing that amount of coral to get on board his ship.  

B.E.R.T 

Luckily Captain I believe I’ve salvaged enough cargo to cover my repair.  

CAPTAIN 

Well at least we’ve got that; I’ll start steering our way back to the Belt. 

 

 

10) Lockdown 
 

25 th  November 4135 

CAPTAIN  

Two months that lockdown cost us. We need to make it back and quick. 

B.E.R.T 

We will be travelling deeper into the Graveyard then Captain. 

CAPTAIN 

Aye, it’s more dangerous but it will be worth it. Not as many ships have been 
salvaged or at least not fully. Most people just cherry pick the best items or what they 

are paid for, they normally leave plenty for the likes of us. 



B.E.R.T 

Will we come across more of the coral creatures? 

CAPTAIN 

Most likely, don’t worry though I’ve splashed out on some upgrades for you. 

 


